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Macthek Article Id: 262577from ilias_core import ValidationError, ValidationList, ValidationPct, ValidationValue,
ValidationValueComparator, ValidationValueList from ilias_core.validation_rules.error_codes import ErrorCode as

EC class ValidationValueList(ValidationValueList): constructor = 'list' default_rule_id =
EC.LENGTH_EXCEEDS_MINIMUM validation_rules = dict() validation_value_comparator =
ValidationValueComparator def validate(self, value): if not isinstance(value, list): raise

ValidationError(self.default_rule_id, 'value is not a list') values = list(value) self.init_valuations(values, is_error =
False) def assert_exists(self, value): for v in value: if not isinstance(v, ValidationValue): raise

ValidationError(EC.PASSED_VALUE_IS_NOT_VALID, 'value is not valid') for v in value: if isinstance(v, list): for e in v:
self.assert_exists(e) return value def not_blank(self): raise ValidationError(EC.NOT_BLANK_VALUE_IS_REQUIRED)
def validate_has_value(self): for v in self.values: if not v.value_: self.add_error(EC.HAS_NO_VALUE) return False

return True def evaluate_value(self): if self.validate_has_value(): value = self.values() return value else: value = ''
for v in self.values: value += v.value_ return value def values(self): return list(self.values())
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A: You're not asking for any input string, nor what is in the file you're reading; you're just reading the file until you
reach the end of the file. Since you don't care about the lines of text that go beyond the end of the file, you don't
need to close the file. As a writer who helps people get their stories on the page, I'm often asked for advice. But in

any situation, it is the reader who is seeking advice and guidance. That's why, when I received my first decent
royalty cheque last year, I tucked away the cash rather than giving it to a charitable cause. But then I realised I
had something I could give back. Not the money, but what I learned from giving up a career and relocating to a
new country. The funny thing is, it wasn't some philanthropy or generosity to my community that inspired me. It
was a need I recognised. I saw something I could do Last summer I read about a man who lost his wife in a car
accident. He needed to honour her memory and had started a non-profit organisation called the Marion Dyer
Legacy Project. I felt a twinge of sadness in reading about this man. After all, I had been in the same position
myself when my mother died. But after a chance meeting with the man, I thought, "Why not do something for

people like him?" Story continues below advertisement I had planned to go to Africa, but this man's story made me
think of my own circumstances and I began to wonder whether I was ready to make a transition in my life. Could I

do this thing I had been considering? Last year, I moved to Toronto. Now, I'm not alone. A growing number of
people are leaving where they are comfortable and moving to another country, while hundreds of thousands of
others are moving from one part of the country to the other. It's easy to see how that might not be a good idea,
especially if you have a career to maintain and you're not prepared. But for me, it was a way of honouring my

mother's memory. I know she would have loved to see my life and my career come to a full stop for a while, just
like the man in the article did. I started writing to help others A few months ago, I started writing a blog about my

own story and I have received many 6d1f23a050
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